## Transitions & Phrases

### Compare
- In the same way
- By the same token
- Similarly
- In like manner
- Likewise
- In similar fashion
- In comparison
- By the regard
- Both
- Comparatively
- Sharing
- A commonality
- Much like
- Another way
- Also
- Unifying
- Much as
- As with
- As well as
- Equally
- Same as
- Comparable
- Just as...so too
- Along the same lines
- Parallel to
- Resemblance
- Synonymous
- Consistent with

### Contrast
- A clear difference
- Conflicting viewpoint
- Despite
- Even so
- For all that
- However
- In another way
- Conversely
- On one hand
- Wheras
- Rather
- Still another
- The antithesis of
- And yet
- After all
- But
- However
- Though
- Otherwise
- Instead
- On the contrary
- Contrarily
- In contrast to
- Notwithstanding
- On the other hand
- Alternatively
- At the same time
- A strong distinction

*Writing is the painting of the voice* - Voltaire